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Professional economic, scientific and popular, legal and engineering and technical translation are
linguistic services that require special techniques when transferring text materials from the source
language to the native language.
To ensure a truly competent scientific and technical translation into Russian, the performer must
know the working foreign language perfectly well, as well as have enough experience in the
engineering industry.
The fundamental knowledge in the field of engineering and technical, legal and popular transfers is
given a key value, since such texts up to the limit are saturated with specialized terms and
definitions.
In addition, we should always keep in mind that the stylistics of the translation under consideration
differs from the other categories of translating "dryness" and the severity of the presentation of the
author's idea.
According to experts, such abilities are characteristic of performers with a scientific and
technological warehouse of the mind and with the highest engineering education.
From what is said it is clear that to take away a qualified specialist and order an engineering
translation is not such an easy task.
Scientific and technical or legal translation does not require folding speech, it is very important that
the finished text is set aside in a formal logical style, and all the information was transferred
completely.
Bureau of written translations in Makhachkala fully staffed and experienced specialists who are able
to cope with any complex task of translating scientific and technical, economic and legal
documentation in a short time.
We also invited the most experienced editors to our team, thanks to which any shortcomings and
grammatical errors are excluded in the final text.
The main focus of Magditrans at this stage is a written translation of texts from English to other
languages, and the cost of providing such a service in our bureau is only 250 rubles per conversion
page or 1750 characters with spaces.
Those who wish to familiarize themselves with more detailed information can at any time to visit the

relevant sections of our Internet portal "Magditrans", where information about the problems of
modern engineering translation, as well as information about the operation of our bureau work is
posted.
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